
‘Waive’ Goodbye to the Statute of Limitations
In New Jersey Tax Court?

by Leah Robinson and Open Weaver Banks

New Jersey law contains a little-known, one-sentence
provision with substantial implications for companies con-
testing corporate tax assessments in the New Jersey Tax
Court: Filing a tax court complaint for one tax year causes
the statute of limitations period for assessing additional tax
for all subsequent open years to remain open — with no
defined closing date — for any issues contested in the tax
court complaint. Whether the provision is used by the New
Jersey Division of Taxation or by taxpayers, the result seems
contrary to sound tax policy and, if not unconstitutional,
may be manifestly unjust.

How Does the SOL Suspension Provision Work?

Tucked away in the Corporation Business Tax (CBT)
Act, the statute of limitations (SOL) suspension provision
states that ‘‘the filing of a complaint by a taxpayer in the tax

court shall suspend the running of the statute of limitations
for the contested issue or issues for all subsequent privilege
periods.’’1

Assume that in December 2011 Company Y filed a tax
court complaint challenging a timely issued CBT assess-
ment for the year 2005. The assessment was for an increase
in tax resulting from imputed interest income, disallowance
of an addback exception, and an increase to Company Y’s
apportionment factor. In its tax court complaint, Company
Y challenged each adjustment.

Assuming no SOL waivers were signed, Company Y may
think that the four-year SOL period for assessment regard-
ing its 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009 returns would expire in
September 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014, respectively.2

However, as a result of filing a tax court complaint in 2011
(for the year 2005), the SOL periods for 2007 through
2009, as well as all future years, are suspended regarding any
of the issues contested in the 2011 complaint. Because the
tax court complaint was filed after September 2011, the
2006 tax year would have closed and could not subsequently
be reopened and suspended.

While the event triggering the suspension is clear — the
filing of the tax court complaint — nothing indicates when
the suspension expires, leaving open the possibility that the
suspension never expires. That, of course, cannot be what
the State Legislature intended, as it does not comport with
the very purpose of statutes of limitation, nor with the plain
meaning of the word ‘‘suspend,’’ which contemplates a
temporary action. By statute, no assessment of additional
CBT may be made after the expiration of more than four
years from the date of the filing of a return.3 The tax court
has recognized that the purpose of the SOL on assessments

1N.J. Stat. Ann. section 54:10A-19.1(e). Based on the placement of
the provision in New Jersey’s CBT provisions, its application should be
limited to complaints involving CBT and should not apply to other
New Jersey taxes.

2Assuming each year’s return was filed in September of the follow-
ing year.

3N.J. Stat. Ann. section 54:49-6b. Of course, taxpayers and the
division can agree to extend this period.
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‘‘is to establish finality in the assessment process.’’4 It is also
generally accepted that statutes of limitation are statutes of
‘‘repose’’ and their purpose is fairness to the opposing party.5
Also, the SOL periods are intended to be inflexible. Courts
have no power to relax or dispense with SOL provisions
passed by the Legislature and approved by the governor.6

What Was the Legislature Thinking?
New Jersey adopted the SOL suspension provision as

part of the 2002 Business Tax Reform Act,7 which also
included the ill-fated throwout rule. As of the date of this
article, there are no published decisions interpreting or
limiting the SOL suspension. We understand that the origi-
nal purpose of the SOL suspension provision was actually
taxpayer-friendly: If a taxpayer was litigating a particular
issue, the SOL suspension provision would eliminate the
need for the company to file protective claims for subse-
quent years in case it favorably resolved the issue in court.
However, the language of the SOL suspension provision
does not limit its application to refunds8 and, in practice,
the division has used the provision to extract tax for years
that otherwise would have been closed by the standard
four-year SOL period on assessments.

What’s Wrong With the SOL Suspension?
The SOL suspension raises several problems. First, and

perhaps most easily remedied, is the relative obscurity of the
provision. For example, neither the division’s assessment
notices, nor the New Jersey Tax Court’s forms for filing a
complaint, alert CBT taxpayers that the filing of the com-
plaint will essentially act as an open-ended waiver of the
SOL periods for future tax years. That lack of notice of the
taxpayer’s de facto waiver of a substantial procedural protec-
tion could be considered manifestly unjust under New
Jersey law, if not a violation of the taxpayer’s procedural due
process rights.9 In fact, some of the division’s publications
containing boilerplate language about the standard four-
year SOL period provide arguably misleading information
to companies that have filed tax court complaints.10

Second, the lack of clarity in the SOL suspension provi-
sion itself, accompanied by a lack of guidance from the
division in the form of regulations or informal publications,
is problematic. While the event that triggers the suspension
is clear, nothing in the statute indicates what, if anything,
causes the suspension to expire and what the impact of the
expiration would be. In the Company Y example above,
assume that when the 2005 tax year complaint was filed in
December 2011, there were 275 days remaining before the
four-year SOL would have closed for the tax 2007. Assum-
ing the suspension expires when the tax court matter for
2005 is resolved, does the SOL period for 2007 close on the
day the tax court matter resolution becomes final or are 275
days tacked on so that the SOL period closes 275 days after
the day the tax court matter becomes final? There is no
guidance in the statute itself, in the legislative history, or in
the division’s publications that answer this question.

Another variation: What if the tax court matter itself
continues but the parties resolve one of the contested issues
and enter into a stipulation of partial dismissal regarding
that issue? Does the SOL suspension expire for that issue but
remain in place for the other contested issues? One may
argue for that result or that the contested issue should not be
considered resolved until the appeal deadline expires on the
tax court’s final judgment.

The above possibilities assume there is an event that
causes the SOL suspension period to expire. While the
statute itself does not describe the circumstances that end
the SOL suspension, the Legislature’s use of the word ‘‘sus-
pend’’ (as opposed to ‘‘terminate’’ or something similar)
indicates it intended for the running of the SOL period to be
paused, but then eventually resumed. However, in the ab-
sence of guidance, there is an ambiguity in the law. Given
the generally inflexible nature of SOL periods and that the
purpose of SOL periods is to establish finality, it would be
reasonable to resolve the ambiguity by interpreting the SOL
suspension provision as narrowly as possible. Thus, an in-
terpretation that causes the SOL suspension to expire at the
earliest date possible should control. Of course, taxpayers
seeking refunds may not agree and may argue for a more
expansive reading of the suspension provision.

Can the Division Fix the SOL Suspension?

Ideally, the Legislature will fix the SOL suspension either
by eliminating it or clarifying it. Another option would be
for the division to promulgate a regulation that establishes
the events that trigger the expiration of the SOL suspension

4Godwin Pumps of America v. Dir., Div. of Taxation, 19 N.J. Tax
325, 327 f.1 (2001).

5Keezer v. State, Div. of Taxation, 9 N.J. Tax 264, 270 (N.J.T.C.
1987).

6Heico Corp. v. Dir., Div. of Taxation, 20 N.J. Tax 106, 113
(N.J.T.C. 2002).

7L. 2002, c. 40 (July 2, 2002).
8We are not suggesting that states adopt different statute of limita-

tions periods for assessments and for refunds; in fact, symmetry
between the two usually reflects better tax policy, as recognized by New
Jersey, when it expanded the formerly two-year limitations period on
refunds to four years in 1992. L. 1992, c. 175, section 5.

9New Jersey’s doctrine of manifest injustice is ‘‘designed to prevent
unfair results that do not necessarily violate any constitutional provi-
sion.’’ Oberhand v. Dir., Div. of Taxation, 193 N.J. 558, 572 (2008).

10For example, in ‘‘The New Jersey State Tax Audit — Your Rights
and Responsibilities’’ (AUD-100), the division states: ‘‘New Jersey

State Tax Law generally places a four-year statute of limitations on tax
audits, beyond which the Division may not audit without your written
consent. The statute of limitations does not apply, however, for any
period during which a tax-payer failed to file a return, failed to report
Federal changes, or filed a false or fraudulent return to evade tax.’’
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and the operation of the expiration (specifically, how re-
maining time — if any — would be computed).11 The
division has a statutory duty to prescribe regulations for the
interpretation of CBT statutes when necessary.12 But would
it be improper for the division to promulgate a regulation
that arguably curtails the beneficial operation of the SOL
suspension provision for taxpayers with refund claims? A
taxpayer seeking to rely on the SOL suspension for a refund
claim relating to an issue previously contested in tax court
could assert that any regulatory limitation on the SOL
suspension provision exceeds the division’s authority.13

As an alternative, the division could publish guidance
regarding a self-imposed policy of restraint when asserting
the SOL suspension provision. Similarly, the division’s
policy could limit ‘‘subsequent privilege period’’ to mean
only those privilege periods that began on or before the date
the tax court matter became final.14

What Should Taxpayers Do?
What is most problematic about the SOL suspension

provision is that it may deter taxpayers from exercising their
appeal rights. Given the potential effect on taxpayer’s pro-
cedural rights, taxpayers have to consider the implication of
the SOL suspension before filing a tax court complaint.
Much of the time, filing the complaint will still be the best
option for contesting a liability. But if an SOL period is
about to expire for a later tax year and there are large
amounts potentially at issue in that later year, filing a protest
with the conference and appeals branch may be a better first
step, with an appeal to the tax court following after that
subsequent year’s SOL has closed.

Similarly, because the application of the SOL suspension
provision may turn on the taxpayer’s characterization of a
contested issue in the tax court complaint, taxpayers who
have concerns about the SOL period remaining open for
subsequent years may consider framing the contentions in
their tax court complaint as narrowly as possible in order to
narrow the scope of the contested issue.15

Finally, taxpayers that do file tax court complaints should
ensure that any settlement documentation for the tax court
matter — and any closing agreements for subsequent audit
periods — clearly state when the parties mutually agree the
SOL period expires. For example, if the parties agree that the
settlement is final, any stipulations of dismissal or closing
agreements should reference the SOL suspension provision
and indicate that the matters addressed therein are consid-
ered closed on the mutual execution of the stipulation or
agreement. Taxpayers may want to consider adding lan-
guage to indicate that the taxpayer agreed to resolve the issue
in reliance on the division’s agreement that the SOL period
is thereby closed for the current and subsequent tax periods.

Conclusion
Although more than a decade has passed since New Jersey

adopted the SOL suspension provision, most questions
remain unanswered, and it is debatable whether the provi-
sion is serving its original taxpayer-friendly purpose. Given
the unanswered questions, the relative obscurity of the
provision, and its potential for use as a sword against unwary
taxpayers, we urge a retroactive repeal of — or clarifying
amendments to — the provision from the Legislature.

As a matter of tax policy, until the SOL suspension
provision is amended or repealed, or taxpayers receive
much-needed guidance from the division or the courts, the
division should not penalize taxpayers for filing tax court
complaints. Taxpayers should also carefully evaluate the
risks associated with the SOL suspension provision when
deciding whether to file a tax court complaint, how to frame
the contested issues in the complaint, and how to document
any settlement or closing agreements in the most advanta-
geous fashion possible. ✰

11The division has dealt with similar issues by regulation when the
Legislature suspended the availability of net operating losses in tax
years 2002-2005. See N.J. Admin. Code section 18:7-5.17(c).

12N.J. Stat. Ann. section 54:10A-27.
13‘‘An administrative interpretation which attempts to add to a

statute something which is not there can furnish no sustenance to the
enactment.’’ Service Armament Co. v. Hyland, 70 N.J. 550, 563 (1976).
The tax court has recognized that ‘‘an administrative interpretation
which is inconsistent with the ordinary and primary meaning of the
statutory language will be ignored.’’ Smith v. Director, Div. of Taxation,
7 N.J. Tax 187, 195 (N.J.T.C. 1984), aff’d, 8 N.J. Tax 319 (App. Div.
1986), aff’d, 108 N.J. 19 (1987).

14Without such limitation, one could take the extreme position
that Company Y’s 2035 tax year is a ‘‘subsequent privilege period’’
subject to suspension.

15New Jersey is a notice-pleading state, which means only a short,
concise statement of a claim need be given in the complaint. Velop Inc.
v. Kaplan, 301 N.J. Super. 32, 56 (App. Div. 1997), appeal dismissed,
153 N.J. 45 (1998).
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